I. Introduction
Automatic identification of homonyms in kana-tokanji conversions systems and of multivocal words in machine translation systems cannot be sufficiently implemented by the mere combination of grammer and word dictionaries.
This calls for a new concept of knowledge data. What the new knowledge data is and how it can be acquired are mentioned in the paper.
In natural language research, active discussion has been make within the framework of knowledge and samples of knowledge.
Phases of Natural Language Study and Knowledge

Data [phase 1]
In the initial phase when natural language had not been fully clarifiedj the authors made an attempt to analyze the language with the help of word dictionaries and grammar alone, and to build a new system from the results. We, however, encountered a great number of homonyms in kana-to-kanji conversion, as well as multivocal words and other problems in machine translation. This was because the grammar and dictionaries were too simple. In other words,
where ~i is a word and /T is a conversion system.
[phase 2]
There are some possible means for solving the problems encountered in Phase i.
They include the following: analyze the word frequency, limit the number of words in use, limit the contents of the words in use, limit the fields and limit sentences. Table I , from simple to complicated in order. How much of them are usable as dictionaries (books)?
How much are usable as machine-readable dictionaries?
In Table I Therefore, an attempt to build a sophisticated system would be unsuccessful if no basic knowledge data is available. Since every word may be linked with an infinite number of words, one may wonder if it is impossible to define word coverage and conditions. It would also take a great deal of time and trouble to examine all the words that are almost infinite in number.
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If, however, one actually examines some of tlle words, we will fine that every word is linked with a limited number of words. In this particular meaning, it is a simple and finite task to count the different relationships between words. It is, however, extremely difficult to count the word-to-word relationships for the general meanings such as a substance and a place.
However, it is possible to organize the major relationships without much effort.
The only approach would be to tabulate the words having peculiar relationship to specific words and the relationship between specific words and words of high usage frequency, and thus use system-preset defaults for other words.
Such words as "takai" (meaning high) and "utsukushii" (meaning beautiful) are used frequently.
In some cases, therefore, it is difficult to determine the coverage and conditions of individual words. [Example ]
A boy throws a ball. (2) To improve the quality of machine translation.
(3) To reduce the ambiguities of syntax analysis.
(4) To apply knowledge data in handwritten character and voice recognition.
Conclusion
The systemization, aquisition and construction of knowledge data are a step towards the next jump in Japanese processing systems. Indeed, the knowledge data still has a number of problems to be solved, but prospects for the future are rather bright.
